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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
NEW OUTDOOR ACCENTS® LINE PROVIDES STRENGTH 
AND BEAUTY FOR OUTDOOR LIVING 

Simpson Strong-Tie introduces Outdoor 
Accents® decorative connectors and 
fasteners for wood construction. The 
line provides both design elegance and 
structural strength to outdoor living 
areas. This hardware accommodates 
4x and 6x lumber sizes, offering the 
flexibility needed for designing and 
building custom outdoor structures.

The hardware is made of galvanized 
steel with a black powder coat for 
corrosion protection.

Each piece of hardware has been tested, 
is code listed and can be used to  
resist high-wind or seismic loads.  
The Outdoor Accents line includes 
hex-head washers, structural wood 
screws, connector screws, post bases, 
flat T and L strap ties, deck joist ties and 
90-degree angles. 

Visit strongtie.com/outdooraccents 
for more information about Outdoor 
Accents hardware. 

Hex-head washer and structural wood screw give 
the appearance of a bolted connection with easier 
installation.

T and L strap ties bring decorative appeal and 
lateral strength to lumber intersections.

Light angle can be used with 2x or larger lumber.

Post base provides a 1" standoff height to  
prevent post decay.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
SUPPORTING HABITAT’S 
CARTER WORK PROJECT
The Habitat for Humanity Jimmy and Rosalynn 
Carter Work Project is an annual event that 
brings together thousands of volunteers along 
with former President Carter and his wife, 
Rosalynn, in locations around the world to 
participate in a week-long effort of building, 
renovating and repairing homes for individuals 
and families in need. The 2016 project took 
place this past August in Memphis. 

Throughout the week, volunteers helped 
build new homes, performed minor repairs, 
painted, landscaped, and completed home 
modifications to enhance accessibility and 
mobility for seniors in their homes. Simpson 
Strong-Tie provided support along with twelve 
enthusiastic employee volunteers to complete 
the build.

All told, the project furnished 99 families 
with new or improved places to call home 
throughout Shelby County, TN. Visit strongtie.
com/about/habitat to learn more about the 
Simpson Strong-Tie and Habitat for Humanity 
partnership. 

For years, municipalities in California have recommended retrofitting 
thousands of residential buildings where the housing units sit above 
a ground-level garage, tuck-under parking garage or retail space. 
Popular on the West 
Coast, these structures, 
known as soft-story 
buildings, are more 
susceptible to collapse 
in the event of a major 
earthquake because of 
the large openings on 
the bottom level. Cities 
such as San Francisco, 
Berkeley and Los Angeles 
have already passed 
ordinances that require 
a mandatory retrofit 
for certain soft-story 
residential buildings, and 
many other cities are 
following suit.

A typical retrofit solution 
involves adding the 
necessary bracing to 
keep the first story of a 
soft-story building strong 

and stable in order to prevent collapse in an earthquake. Depending 
on the scope of the retrofit and the particular applications involved, 
Simpson Strong-Tie offers several structural solutions that meet the 

code requirements of 
soft-story retrofits while 
minimizing installation 
time and reducing project 
risks, such as fire. These 
products include Strong 
Frame® moment frames, 
Strong-Wall® shearwalls 
and an extensive line  
of wood connectors  
and anchoring solutions  
that help reinforce  
soft-story structures 
against collapse.

To help Designers with 
seismic retrofit projects, 
Simpson Strong-Tie  
has created a new Soft-
Story Retrofit Guide. 
Go to strongtie.com/
softstory to download 
the design guide. 

INDUSTRY NEWS
MEETING THE NEEDS OF SOFT-STORY RETROFITS

This retrofit was completed with minimal invasion of the existing building and minimal 
disturbance to the tenants and parking spaces.
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An easy and intuitive hanger for connecting jack rafters to hip/valley beams in 
roof framing, the new Simpson Strong-Tie® LSSJ field-adjustable jack hanger 
is designed to make installation simple and quick, lowering labor costs. The 
LSSJ features a versatile, hinged seat that easily adjusts to typical rafter 
slopes. The seat’s gripper tab holds the connector in place during attachment, 
freeing up a hand for the installer. The hanger ships prebent at a 45° skew and 
can be field adjusted from 0° to 45°. It attaches to the open side of the jack 
rafter for easier fastener placement. The LSSJ is sold in left and right versions 
and is available in three sizes. 

Visit strongtie.com/lssj for more information about the LSSJ jack hanger. 

PRODUCT NEWS
LSSJ FIELD-ADJUSTABLE JACK HANGER

Structural Report is published by Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc. All information is meant to be relevant and useful. Information provided is for general understanding 
only. All designs or other uses of this information should be evaluated by a qualified design professional. MAILING LIST: To revise your mailing information, contact  
us at web@strongtie.com and include your old and new information.
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PRODUCT PROFILE
NEW CFS SPACER BRACERS FOR FASTER STUD LAYOUT
Simpson Strong-Tie introduces the SBR and DBR spacer bracers for 
cold-formed steel construction. These spacer bracers reduce the 
installed cost of cold-formed steel stud walls by enabling faster stud 
layout and minimizing the need for bridging clips. Both products are 
frequently used as bridging for head-of-wall slip conditions that don’t 
utilize slotted slip track. The DBR is for use on tall interior walls to 
eliminate stud bow and to allow for quicker drywall attachment, while 
the SBR is designed for structural exterior walls. They both come  
with prepunched slots that eliminate the need for bridging clips with 
on-module studs.

SBR and DBR are the only spacer bracers on the market with  
tabulated design values based on assembly tests, thus mitigating  
risk for designers.

Visit strongtie.com/cfsbracer for more information about the SBR  
and DBR spacer bracers. 

SBR DBR
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FASTENER SOLUTIONS
SUPERIOR FASTENING 
SOLUTIONS FOR UNDERLAYMENT 
AND SUBFLOORS 
The Simpson Strong-Tie® cement board screw, MTH 
underlayment screw and Strong-Drive® WSNTL Subfloor 
screw together offer a comprehensive set of fasteners 
designed for interior applications and improved 
installation of cement backerboard, underlayment 
and subfloor materials. All three screws are equipped 
with sharp points and deep-recessed heads to make 
installations fast and easy with fewer cam-outs. Their 
thread design ensures that materials are held together 
tightly and create a more uniform foundation for tile, 
counters, backsplashes or floor coverings.

The ANSI A108-compliant cement board screw 
is designed for use with all cement backerboards 
including HardieBacker®, Durock®, WonderBoard® 
and PermaBase®. With its corrosion-resistant coating, 
the cement board screw is ideal for use with all tile 
backerboards.

The MTH underlayment screw is designed for fast and 
secure underlayment-to-subfloor installations. Unlike 
nails or staples, the MTH underlayment screw prevents 
squeaking by holding underlayment tight to the subfloor 
and resisting pullout. Its compact trim head allows for a 
flush surface and prevents floor coverings from settling 
in countersink recesses.

The ICC-ES ESR-1472 code-listed Strong-Drive WSNTL 
Subfloor screw has a twin-lead thread pattern that 
allows for quick and secure installations. With lateral, 
shear and withdrawal values that exceed those of 10d 
common nails, the holding power of the WSNTL screw 
eliminates the gaps between the joist and subfloor that 
cause floor squeaks. The WSNTL screw countersinks 
easily and backs out smoothly, allowing for easy future 
access to floor cavities. 

Visit strongtie.com/underlayment for more information 
about Simpson Strong-Tie underlayment screws. 

 

SHARE YOUR 

THOUGHTS 

What are your preferred drawing models? To ensure 
that Simpson Strong-Tie is providing the resources you 
need, we want to hear from you. We are conducting a 
survey to learn more about the design tools that help 
you succeed. Visit strongtie.com/techsurvey to take 
this short survey. 

Strong-Drive® WSNTL  
Subfloor Screw

MTH Underlayment ScrewCement Board Screw


